
Adelaide Canoe Club

Committee Meeting

Held at Adelaide Sailing Club, 13 December 2018

Present
Eddie Andriessen, Meredith Blesing, Ian Brunning (Chair), Peter Carter, Anne Langsford, Mark 

Loram, Don McDonald, Jim Townsend, Charles Walker
Apologies

Rob Bowen, Bernard and Frances Goble, Chris Kemp, Kim Wooning
Daavid Mausolf

David’s passing was noted, and notice of arrangements awaited.
Latest legal advice on Peer Paddles

The latest advice from Paddle Australia was seen as unnecessarily complex and unworkable. Key 
points were that the event must be on the calendar and that participants must be competent. 
But who judges competence?

A need for a checklist for event organisers was seen, and a separate group would be set up to work 
on it. The Paddle Prep app might be of use, and a Norwegian model, as presented at ISKES,  
could be the basis of a workable list.

Canoe Polo
Anne reported that four teams were preparing for the national championships in Queensland at 

Easter, but that junior team attendance was unlikely. There had been a four week program at 
the Adelaide Aquatic Cantre with negotiations to continue. Another series would be held at 
Payneham between February and Easter, while the Australia Day event would be at Mawson 
Lakes 26, 27 January.

Flatwater and Sea Skills
It was Jim’s view that many members were probably ready to progress to assessment for Flatwater 

Skills, some to Sea Skills. We might therefore set some assessment days, and Jim would 
prepare some promotion for the idea. Training sessions, theory and practical, could be 
arranged. Attendance at the ESTC group assessment on 10 Feb was seen as valuable.

ISKES and followup
Five members had attended the event, which began with a short expedition followed by 

workshops at Tidal River. It was aimed at outdoor education professionals, with attendees 
from Europe, the US, and Hong Kong; some 70 overall.

A presentation would be made at a club meeting in early 2019, probably 21 February.
Purchase of new books

Mark showed three sea kayaking books from Pesda Press, suggesting that copies be bought for the 
club library.

It was moved that ‘The club spend $100 annually on books and other resources: Ian, Eddie, carried.
Videos for Sea Kayak Handling were online at <https://www.pesdapress.com/index.php/

downloads/presentations/sea-kayak-handling-video-demonstrations/>
New roles in Paddle SA

Eddie Andriessen and Meredith Blesing were now PSA Board members. Within new working 
groups tasked with implementing the association strategic plan, Eddie was involved with 
the Education and Safety Technical Committee and Meredith with Recreation and volunteer 
coordination aspects.

Xmas Holiday program and 2019
An end of year paddle would be held Thursday eveing 20 December from West Beach, followed by 

a meal.
PSA Get into Paddling sessions

These monthly sessions were seen as a way to promote the club and its activities to new paddlers. 
The club could promote GIP in return.

https://www.pesdapress.com/index.php/downloads/presentations/sea-kayak-handling-video-demonstrations/
https://www.pesdapress.com/index.php/downloads/presentations/sea-kayak-handling-video-demonstrations/


Paddle Oz and ACC juniors/family activities
The tentative plan is for three sets of Discovery and Adventure level Paddle Oz activities, January 

7, 8 and 10, 14, 15 and 17, and 21, 22 and 24. Promotion would need to begin very soon.
Also briefly discussed

The need for member engagement
It was noted that in all organisations only a small proportion of the membership would be 

active. One suggestion to improve participation would be a regular mailout. As some ISPs 
regarded large distribution lists as indicating spam the practicalities would need to be 
checked.

Club name change
The earlier ballot had been inconclusive, with several suggestions gaining equal favour. Either a 

new ballot or an executive decision would be needed.


